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Overview

farmpilot constists of a web portal for computer/laptop/tablet and an app running on mobile devices. The
following pages will lead you step by step through the basic functionalities of the farmpilot web portal
and explain the configuration of mobile devices.
For the farmpilot web portal we recommend using Firefox or Google Chrome as a browser.

Google Chrome:
https://www.google.com/chrome/browser/desktop/index.html

Mozilla Firefox:
https://www.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/
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farmpilot Access

If you do not have a farmpilot account yet, you need to register and activate your account (2.1). With
your access data you can directly log in (2.2) or change your password if needed (2.3).

2.1

Registration and Log-in

1. Enter the following address in your browser: https://portal.farmpilot.de
2. Select your language.

3. Click “Register” and enter your credentials and choose a password.
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Please note the minimal requirements for your password. It has have at least 8 characters, at least 1
lowercase and uppercase letter, 1 number and one of the following special characters -_?%&!$.

4. Please take care that you fill all the spaces marked with * , accept our terms and conditions.
5. After your successful registration you receive an e-mail with a link to activate your account.
6. By opening the link you activate your farmpilot account (Please read the instructions in the email carefully.
7. After you have activated your account you can log on with the user name and password you
have chosen.
Please note: It is not possible to use your farmpilot account without prior activation.

2.2

Login
1. If you have a farmpilot account you can log in using your user name and password.
2. If you don’t remember your password, please follow the instructions in (2.3) “Reset password”.

2.3

Reset Password
1. If you don’t remember your password or if you want to change it, click “Reset password”.

2. Enter your user name and click “OK”. You receive an e-mail with a link to reset your password.
3. Click on the link and enter a new password. It has have at least 8 characters, at least 1 lowercase and uppercase letter, 1 number and one of the following special characters -_?%&!$.
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Portal Overview

Within the items of the
menu the information
will be displayed in different tabs to maintain
the overview.

In the upper right hand
corner you’ll find further options for different activities.

On the left you
find the main
menu

… and the current Version of
farmpilot
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Create Customers

If you complete tasks for your customers you can create customer profiles to create customer-related
tasks.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Click „Customer & Contacts“
Under „Customer“ you can enter your clientele.
Click “+ NEW” for entering the customer data manually.
After entering the customer’s contact data click “SAVE”.
You can edit the customer data at any time or delete them completely.
You can also import customer data: Click “IMPORT” and read in the data using an CSV-file.

Create Fields
1. Click „Master data“ and then „Field management“.

Please note: You can either enter your field data manually (5.1) or import them (5.2).

5.1

Create Fields Manually
2. Use this symbol

in the upper right hand corner to switch the edit mode.

Please note: You can switch between the guided mode and the expert mode.

3. Under “Farmer” you can select the respective customer and click “+ NEW” to draw his or her
fields manually.
4. In the tab „MASTER DATA“ you can enter the field name as well as additional information like
field size, comments or crop type.

5. After entering the data click “CONTINUE” to proceed to the tab “FIELD BOUNDARIES” and
draw in your field.
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6. Click “CONTINUE” to mark the “FIELD ENTRY”. You select the marker symbol in the upper left
hand corner and click on the right spot on the map. The field entry is now marked with a green
flag.

7. Click “CONTINUE” to draw the “ACCESS ROUTE”.

8. Click “CONTINUE” to draw the “EXIT ROUTE”.

9. Click “SAVE”.

5.2

Import Fields
1. You select your customer in the field „Farmer“.
2. Click “IMPORT” in the upper right hand corner and select the data format you wish to use.
3. Click “UPLOAD” to select the right file.

Please note: Shape files consist of the files SHP, SHX and DBF. All of them have to be selected simultaneously.
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4. Confirm your selection.
5. Tick the checkboxes next to the fields you would like to import.
6. Click “IMPORT”.
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Machine Configuration

To enable the data transfer between web portal and app you have to configure your machines/mobile
devices in farmpilot. You first need to create a mobile user in the web portal and then configure the
farmpilot App on your mobile device.

WEB PORTAL

6.1

Create App User
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Click „Management“ and the „User“.
Click “+ NEW” to create an account for your mobile devices.
Enter a username and password, select the Role “Terminal” and “Full” permission.
Click “SAVE”.
You will use these information for the app later on.

SWITCH TO YOUR TABLET / MOBILE DEVICE

6.2

Installing farmpilot on your device
1. Open the Google Playstore and search the farmpilot app.
2. Click “Install”.
3. Android automatically creates an icon with the Arvato logo on your desktop.

6.3

Log in to the farmpilot app
1. Open the farmpilot app
2. Enter the credentials you selected in 6.1.
3. By saving the access data the farmpilot app will connect automatically to the web portal.

Please note: If the tablet has connected successfully, the bar on top which displays the IMEI (International Mobile Equipment Identity) turns green. If the bar is red the tablet might not be connected to the
internet or the credentials are incorrect.
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WEB PORTAL

6.4

Configure your mobile device in the
portal
1. Now switch back to the web portal. The vehicle will be displayed under “Vehicles” with
its IMEI number and a grey tractor. Click on
the machine to personalize the information.
2. Delete the IMEI number as machine name
and choose a new name, e.g. harvester,
loader or the number plate.

Recommendation: Set the Refresh interval on 30
sec. and the Data logging interval on 5 sec. to ensure that the report maps the location and route accurately.
4. You can enable or disable the data transfer
between the web portal and the app.
5. You can choose a settlement interval –
monthly or annual.
6. Click “SAVE”.
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Reporting of Working Times

Don’t waste time evaluating your drivers‘ time sheets. Every employee can record his or her working
hours using the farmpilot app. Like this, you can evaluate these information using the farmpilot portal.
For tracking your drivers’ working hours it is necessary to do the following configurations in the portal.

7.1

Define Activities
1. Click „Settings“ and then „Activities“.
2. Click “+ NEW” to define activities. You simply have to give a name to the activity, for example
driving or maintenance. You can create as many activities as you like, depending on which
activities your employees conduct.
3. Click “SAVE”.
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7.2

Define Activity Groups

Please note: An activity group comprises one or more activities. Therefore, you do not have to assign
every single activity to your employees but you can bundle the activities, for instance as activities for
drivers, managers, mechanics, etc.
1.
2.
3.
4.

7.3

Click “Settings” and then “Activity Groups”.
Click “+ NEW” and define an activity group.
Then you can add activities to the group by ticking the checkboxes.
“SAVE” your entries.

Create Employees
1. Click „Master data“ and the „Employees“
2. Click “+ NEW” to enter the employee data manually.
Please note: Your employees are going to use the “Personnel No.” to start recording their working hours in our app.
3. Switch to the tab “Billing data” to attach your employee to an activity group. Like that, you can
decide, which activities the employee may select while recording the working hours.
4. Click “SAVE”.
5. You can edit your employees’ data at any time or delete them completely.
6. You can also import employee data: Click “IMPORT” and read in the data using an CSV-file.
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Measures & Forms

Measures describe the activities performed in your business. Your employees can fill out an electronic
form on the farmpilot app and send it to the portal when completing their task.

8.1

Create Measures
1.
2.
3.
4.

8.2

Click on „Settings“ and „Measures“
Click on the „NEW“ Button (on the top right) to create new measures.
Enter a description (e.g. Loading potatoes).
Click on “Save”

Create Forms
To create forms, click on „Settings“ and „Forms“.
Click on the „NEW“ Button
Tragen Sie einen Namen und eine Beschreibung ein.
Klicken Sie auf den + Button, um neue Felder dem Formular hinzuzufügen.
Enter a description for the data field and assign a data type to the field.
Example: Description: TS-Content
Data type: Number with decimal places
If the field is a mandatory field, then tick the appropriate checkbox. The driver can then submit
a form only when the mandatory fields are filled.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6. Click on „Save“
7. If you have added all fields that are relevant to the form, then click on „Save“ again.

8.3

Assign measures to forms
The forms can be assigned to measures, so in the app is no longer displayed all created
forms from the portal, but only the forms selected for the measure.
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Example: You have the measures „Harvest corn“ and „fertilization“ maintained in your account. Now you can assign the corresponding form for the respective measures. This will
prevent the driver from opening a wrong form on the app or not finding the right form.
1. Click on „Settings“ and on „Measures"
2. Click on the measure where you want to define the form
3. Tick the forms relevant to the measure.
4. Click on „Save“
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Campaign

Campaign planning can summarize all the fields you want to work on throughout the campaign. So you
have an overview of the fields that needed to be processed and not just the day view.

9.1

Create campaign

To create a campaign:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.2

Click in the menu first on “planning”, after that click on “campaign”
Click at the “NEW” Button on the right side
Choose a Month, a Year and a name for the campaign
After that change to the tab “Part fields”
Click on the + Button to choose the fields which should be add to the campaign
Choose a farmer and hook the fields
After that click on “Assign”
To save the campaign, click on “Save”

Create order sets from campaign

An order set can be created directly from campaign planning. A prerequisite for this is a previously
created campaign. Selecting the campaign during order creation displays only the fields that you really
want to edit. To create a job set directly from campaign planning:
1. Click in the menu on “Planning” and then on “Orders”
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Choose a measure and a description
Click on the tab “vehicles” and choose a fleet or vehicles who should receive the order set
Click on the tab “part fields”
Click on the + button on the right side
Click on campaign under the + button
Now you can select the created campaign and see all the fields that have been scheduled in
this campaign
8. Hook the fields which should be in the order set
9. Click “Assign”
10. After all fields have been added, click on “release” if you want the order set directly on the
vehicles or click on “save” if the order set is not yet to go to the vehicles
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Order Management

10.1

Define Measures

Click „Settings“ and then „Measures“.
Click “+ NEW” to define a new measure.
Enter a description, the performance and the Setup time.
Optionally you can attach forms and articles that are relevant for the measure and vehicles and
employees that can conduct the measure.
5. Click “SAVE”.
1.
2.
3.
4.

10.2

Create Orders

1. Click „Planning“ and then „Orders“.
2. Click “+ NEW” in order to create orders manually.
3. In the tab “GENERAL” you select the measure you have defined before.

4. In the tab “VEHICLES” you choose the vehicles to work on the order.
a. Choose a vehicle under “Single vehicles” if this one should work alone.
b. Choose a fleet so that the leader receives the information for the order first and passes it
on to its followers. (see 11.1 Fleet)
c. You can also have multiple vehicles working on a set (parallel process chain). Choose
two leader vehicles from “Fleet” to create the parallel process chain. (see 11.2 Parallel
Process Chain)

5. In the tab PART FIELDS you can define on which fields the measure should be done.
6. Click first on the
Symbol and choose a customer.
7. Tick the boxes from the fields you want to assign to the measure. Alternatively you can directly
select the fields in the tab “MAP”. Confirm your selection by clicking on the tick “Assign”.
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8. Click “SAVE” or “RELEASE” to directly transfer the data to the tablets.

10.3
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Import Orders
Click “Planning” and “Orders”.
Choose “IMPORT” in the upper right hand corner and click “UPLOAD”.
Select an XML-file to import task data.
Add a measure and vehicles.
Click “SAVE” or “RELEASE” to directly transfer the data to the tablets.

Group Vehicles

Improve the productivity of your employees and machines by consolidating your vehicles into vehicle
groups. Whether in the fleet or parallel process chain – the members of vehicle group recognize each
other in their current locations, driving directions as well as the working process of their orders.

11.1

Fleet

A fleet is understood to be a form of work organization in which a leader cooperates with one or more
followers (for example a forage harvester with its loading and transport vehicles). The machine chain
operates on a common order set, but the followers carry out different activities from the leading vehicle.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Click on the left on “Machine” and after that on “Fleets”.
Click “+ NEW”.
At first choose a vehicle as Leader and after that at least one vehicle as follower.
Click “SAVE” to complete the process.
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11.2

Parallel Process Chain

A parallel process chain is a form of work organization in which several vehicles work together on the
same order set. In contrast to the fleet, all the machines perform the same operation, e.g. CULTAN
fertilization:
1. While creating an order, simply select multiple vehicles that shall work on the order together.
2. A detailed description of how to create orders can be found in chapter 10.2.

11.3

Combination of both Groups

During the sugar beet campaign, a combination of fleet and parallel process chain is frequently used.
There can be multiple loaders working in a parallel process chain on the same order set. These loaders
typically have several trucks attached to them as a fleet.
1. First, create a fleet as described in Chapter 7.1.
2. While creating orders you simply attach multiple fleets to the same order set.
3. A detailed description of how to create orders can be found in chapter 10.2.
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Points of Interest

Points of interest are markers on the map that can be attached to fields during the creation of orders
and, thus, transferred to the App. The drivers can then start a navigation to these points of interest.
These markers shall facilitate the drivers’ travel to frequent points such as silos, potato stores or factories.

12.1

Collection of Points of Interest

1. Click “Master data” and then “Points of Interest”.
2. Click on the settings button and after that on “+ NEW” to enter a name and select a symbol for
a category of points of interest.

3. Click “SAVE”.
4. Now click “+ NEW” to place a point of interest on the map and choose a name for that point.
5. To switch the category of points of interest click on the arrow next to the category.

6. Click “SAVE”.
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12.2

Allocation of Orders and Points of Interest

When creating an order set (see Chapter 8 Order Management) you can attach points of interest to an
order or field.
1. Click on the tab “PART FIELDS” in your order set.
2. Click on one of the fields. A new window appears in which you can add information to the field
and see information your driver entered.
3. Click on the tab “POINTS OF INTEREST” to attach points to the field.
4. Click “OK”.
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Geofencing
Under „Geofencing – Fences“ you can create zones with rule that trigger a message or
measure form in case of violation. You can e.g. draw a zone around the scale and when a
machine drives the scale or the zone, an measure form automatically opens in the form of a
weighing ticket.
For creation:
1. Click on „Geofencing“ and „Fences“
2. Click on NEW
3. Fill in the name and enter the zone on the right side of the map.

4. After having drawn the zone, click on the + button
5. Define the name, the trigger (in the case of the example with the scale here „entry“), the
time window, the days of the week as well as the machines that are to determine the
rule.
6. Select the measure form that should automatically open when you move or leave the
zone.
7. Enter an e-mail address if you also want to have a notification that a machine has entered
or left the zone.
8. Click on „Save“
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14

Reporting and Export

In the menu reporting, documented order, forms and working times can be viewed.

14.1

Reporting of orders

1. Choose the period of time
2. For overview you can filter according to certain criteria like machine
3. Click on „Search“ to see the results

4. Click on a list entry to see more details about a job.
5. Click on the top right in the menu

, to trigger the CSV export.

If a list entry has been selected, further data appears below the list. In the job details, the exact order
data is listed again and in the map you can see the lane of the machine. The lane is red if the machine
didn’t start an order and green if the order has been started. In addition to the map, a time chart is
displayed, where you can look at the exact time periods, when the order was started and when it was
finished. Below the map various statistics can be displayed, for example distance per customer or total
area per customer. In addition, sensor values of the machine are still displayed if the machine terminal
is linked to farmpilot.

14.2

Autologging

In the Autologging, the data of the machine can be displayed independently of the orders.
1. Choose the period of time
2. Under the point vehicle you can filter according to the desired machine.
3. Click on „Search“ to see the results
The map shows the lane of the machine. In red if the machine did not start a job while it was driving and
in green when it started a job. In the diagram next to it the times oft he started orders (start and end) are
displayed. When you click in the diagram, the map automatically jumps to the position that the machine
had at the time. If photos were taken, these are also represented by a small photo icon in the map.
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14.3

Reporting of forms

1. Define the period of time and select the measure form tob evaluated
2. Use filtert to limit the results
3. Click in the top right in the menu

to trigger the CSV export

4. Click on a list entry and view the details of the completed measure form
5. Click on the PDF Button in the upper right corner to download a single measure form
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14.4

Reporting of working times

1. Choose month
2. The display of the listed working times can be restricted to employees
3. Click on the top right in the menu

, to trigger the CSV export

4. Click on a working time to see the details and possibly edit them
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